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A Voxel is the minimal subdivision of a space at the resolution that a device is working. A Voxel Data 
Pipeline aims to produce the voxel representation of the content to be consumed by the device from 
some input representation, usually as vector data (e.g. triangle meshes). During this process, in most 
of the cases it is required that the content 3D geometry suffers one or more transformations to apply 
certain compensations which are device specific. Examples are scaling, surface offsets or color 
corrections which are required by a 3D Printer to produce the part with the expected part quality 
attributes, or a 3D Viewer to represent the content the more accurately possible. Validating the output 
of a Voxel Data Pipeline during the development process is very complex due to the high amounts of 
voxel data being produced. This makes it not feasible to be manually validated. In this disclosure we 
present a framework for validating Voxel Data Pipelines which is intended to execute the validations 
automatically and periodically so that any deviation with respect to the expected result is catch the 
earliest possible in the software/firmware development cycle. 
Introduction 
 
Voxel Data pipelines require to process and generate huge amounts of data. For example, the 
voxelization of a 300mm x 300mm x 300mm space (which could be equivalent to the printable bed 
of a 3D printing or a 3D scanner capture region) at 1200 dpi, would produce as much as 2.8 · 1012voxels, 
or in other words, close to 3 TeraVoxels. Having to manually validate this amount of data, which is 
multiplied by the amount of test scenarios, is not feasible; even less if we consider that this validation 
must be run periodically with each new Software (SW) or Firmware (FW) release. Therefore, it seems 
clear the necessity to automate these validations. However, there does not exist standard tools which 
can be specifically used efficiently for this purpose (even executed automatically, validations on a 




The Automated Validation Framework for Voxel Pipelines is composed of three different levels of 
automated testing, to maximize efficiency according to well-known quality strategies. All of them are 
run against virtual device (dockers, virtual machines or workstations that have the same processing 
hardware components as the real device) Frequency and complexity of the tests are distributed in 
different levels, such as:  
- First level (L1) hourly automated tests for high level bounding box values validation. This 
means that this level of automated testing is executed every few code changes in the code 
repository, which also mean that have a tight requirement on reduced execution time (in the 
range of few minutes). In these tests, some simple 3D-printing files are synthetically generated 
according to a set of scenarios and introduced in the voxel pipeline. Once the input files are 
processed, the bounding box of the produced voxelization is queried and dimensions are 
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compared against the expected values (i.e. computing discretization error); and, if the error 
introduced by the voxel pipeline is within acceptable threshold, the test passes. 
 
- Second level (L2) daily automated tests for reduced resolution image comparison. These tests 
are executed once per day at points when usually there is less activity in terms of code 
changes introduced in the repository. This means that these tests can be more hardware 
resource consuming and the execution time can be up to the range of 1 hour. In these tests, 
complex input files covering a wide range of scenarios are introduced in the voxel pipeline, 
and a set of low resolution images of voxel “slices” of the processed content are extracted 
and compared using image processing libraries against a “master” set of images that 
represent the expected result. If the images match, the test passes. This allows to identify 
behavioral changes in the voxel pipeline algorithms. 
 
- Third level (L3) automated tests and semi-automated validation tools for pipeline error 
characterization. Usually these tests are executed once per SW release which is generated, 
because they can be very hardware resource consuming and can have long execution times 
due to the extensive casuistic being validated. This level provides an asset that can be used 
for two different purposes. First, there’s an automated test that generates dozens of scenarios 
using a single input file (or a matrix of scenarios using multiple input files). These scenarios 
are built by synthetically generated 3D files, in which, from all possible parameters that will 
influence the voxel pipeline, all parameters but one are “frozen”, and the other one is different 
in each scenario, increasing from a starting value to a final value. The error produced by the 
voxel pipeline for each scenario (expected value minus actual value) is calculated using the 
same formulas as in L1. The concrete error for every tested value is captured, enabling further 
statistical analysis on the discretization errors introduced by the voxel pipeline. 
Additionally, by converting the L3 test into a script run by a human operator, it provides additional 
benefits. The operator can select any input 3D file, from specific customer files to corner cases or 
interesting combinations. Then, she or he can select which parameter to use for the analysis, as well 
as variation range, step between scenarios, etc. Finally, the script not only provides the 
maximum/average/standard deviation values, but also a graphical representation of the error 
evolution across the scenarios. With all these, the script can be used for bug detection, but also to 
characterize the behavior of the voxel pipeline, detect how it behaves when dealing with specific 
values, analyze patterns in complex pipelines, and extract recommendations on its usage. This can be 
useful to: 
- Compare different voxel pipeline implementations 
- Compare different versions of the same voxel pipeline 
- Minimize voxel pipeline discretization error for a specific job and firmware release 
And then take development decisions based on this information or provide specific configuration to 
a customer. 
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Implementation example 
To facilitate comprehension and show a practical example of implementation, we will describe next 
the specific application of this disclosure to the validation of a Voxel Pipeline for 3D printers. This 
pipeline allows several parameters in each 3D part: 
- Offset: adding erosion or dilatation in any of the X, Y, Z axis of any part 
- Scaling: upscale or downscale in any axis 
And has a “knob” mechanism, which is called “Voxel Coverage”: decision mechanism that determines 
(based on part content surpassing or not the X% volume of a voxel) if a “frontier” voxel should be 
printed or not.  
All three parameters are considered when processing a file and contribute to the discretization error 
of the voxel pipeline. The discretized file is the original file plus scaling, adding offsets, and finally 
considering the voxel coverage thresholds for the “frontier” voxels.  
 
Regression testing 
To validate that these changes are applied correctly, and unknown bugs do not cause dimensional 
errors, the Automated Regression testing framework for validating voxel data pipelines is applied, in 
all three levels: 
 
L1 hourly high‐level automated regression tests 
Every hour, a set of automated tests cases are executed against the latest firmware compilation. In 
each test, there’s a different defined scenario, that consists on a base 3D printing file, and the 
parameters that will be introduced in the pipeline: offset for each axis, scaling of each axis, and voxel 
coverage. The different scenarios cover the most common combinations (e.g.: only modifying offsets, 
only modifying scaling, modifying combinations of offsets and scaling, positive and negative 
increments, etc.) 
 
In the test execution, starting from the base 3D file, a new 3D file is synthetically generated by defining 
the desired offsets and scaling for each part. Then, the printer is configured with the desired Voxel 
coverage value. Finally, the job is sent to be processed, and the dimensions of the resulting processed 
file inside the printer are compared against the expected values, following this formula: 
 
DIMENSIONS_X_AXIS_MODIFIED_FILE = DIMENSIONS_X_AXIS_ORIGINAL_FILE * SCALING_FACTOR + 
2*OFFSET_X 
 
 There will always be a discretization error, plus other complex interactions that are not considered in 
the formula (e.g.: each offset parameter in an axis influences the final dimensions in other axis) but if 
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Figure 1. Validation stage of L1 automated tests covering a voxel data pipeline 
These automated tests are faster (up to a measured 10x) than their manual version, which consisted 
on manually modifying the 3MF files, manually sending them to the printer, and then placing the 
resulting data in an Excel document for analysis.  
 
L2 nightly image comparison automated regression tests 
The disadvantage of previously presented tests is that they are limited to checking the “bounding 
box” of 3D parts, and that those parts must be simple to use a formula to detect the expected result. 
 
To expand the scope of the automated regression, a new layer of image comparison automated tests 
is added. These tests “slice” the 3D model created by the printer after processing the 3D file and 
applying the voxel pipeline parameters. Each slice now is a 2D pixel image (.jpeg or .png), and the 
whole set of slices represents the exact shape of the 3D model. Then, by having a “master” set of 
slices of a file (eg: by printing the file manually and validating once that the output is correct), we can 
do image comparison of the processed 3D file slices against the same slices in the master.  
 
 
Figure 2. Visual representation of image comparison between 2 slices. Top left is one “slice” from the master file. Top 
right is the same slice from the file produced by the pipeline under evaluation. Visually they could see the same, but in 
bottom left and bottom right, the comparison algorithm detect that they are displaced, which could represent a failure 
in the pipeline introduced in recent versions 
Obviously, these tests require significative time and resources. A single 3D file may be composed of 
500 slices. Different models of 3D files must be evaluated, with different combinations of parameters. 
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Running all these validations are costly in terms of automation resources, so the number of scenarios 
is limited, but still it’s 100x faster than running the same visual examinations manually. 
The other disadvantage of these tests is that the result is binary. Either the test passes because all the 
slices have the expected shape, or it fails. But this approach is limited in the real scenario where the 
voxel pipeline produces a certain level of inevitable discretization errors, and we wanted to improve 
it. An improvement in the voxel pipeline could reduce the overall error but would cause this test to 
fail if some slices were to change slightly its shape.  
The last limitation of this test is that the “parameters” are fixed, each scenario has a fixed set of 
parameters in which the master slices where generated. This test wouldn’t be able to catch a bug in 
the voxel pipeline that causes a degradation for other parameter values.  
 
L3 nightly statistical analysis automated regression tests 
The third level of testing complements the previous one in all aspects. In this test, instead of changing 
the 3D file, a parameter “sweep” is performed. It has “frozen” values for all parameters but one (eg:  
all parameters remain static except Offset in axis Y) and the variable parameter changes inside a range. 
For each value of the sweep, the test generates a synthetic new 3D printing file with the proper 
configuration, and using the same formulas as in L1, calculates the error produced by the voxel 
pipeline. Then, it calculates the max.error detected across all scenarios, the average error and the 
standard deviation, and if any of them surpasses any threshold (typically, the best results offered by 
the voxel pipeline until now) the test fails. With this, the test is less accurate than L2 tests (because it 
is using a formula again) but covers up to 50 times the number of scenarios. Again, compared with 
executing this test manually (creating a 3D print file with the right parameters for each scenario, 
sending it to the printer, then calculating the error), the automated test provides around 10x, 20x 
improvement in terms of efficiency. 
 
 
Figure 3. Workflow example for a 3D Printer Voxel Pipeline for 3D printers Characterization Tool 
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This approach is not only useful for running regression testing against the main development branch 
of the voxel pipeline, but also to stablish an objective comparison against 2 different scenarios. In an 
scenario where the development team wants to experiment the effect of different parameters, or 
characterize or benchmark a voxel pipeline against another, converting this automated test to a 
human-operated script allows to quickly extract analytical measures of different scenarios and see 
how they perform. The differences between these scenarios could be: 
- The voxel pipeline under test. It could be different versions of the same pipeline (e.g.: after 
changing some parameters), or benchmarking two different pipelines 
- The 3D printing file. There’s a huge variability between 3D files, depending on their 
application. The test could be used to characterize the discretization error in a pipeline 
depending on the application 
- Different parameters for the same voxel pipeline. If the pipeline has “knobs” that can affect 
the discretization error, the development team could use this script to find the best 
configuration for a specific customer application (represented by the 3D file) 
Results of VC = 0%, with Offset X,Z and Scaling X,Y,Z “frozen”, and changing Offset Y. 
  
 
Results of VC = 50% , with Offset X,Z and Scaling X,Y,Z “frozen”, and changing Offset Y. 
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Statistics Analysis  
13.86  AverageError_VC0 13.17 AverageError_VC50 
33 MaxError_VC0  29.00  MaxError_VC50 
9.075027 STDError_VC0  8.69  STDVError_C50 
 
An example of the application of this evaluation: the development team wants to compare the effect 
of changing the “Voxel coverage” (VC) parameter. They assume that stablishing a Voxel Coverage of 
50% (the “frontier” voxels are filled if the 3D part’s content for that voxel surpass the 50% of total 
voxel volume) reduces the discretization error versus the scenario of having Voxel Coverage of 0% 
(the “frontier” voxels are filled only if the 3D part’s content for that voxel fill completely the voxel 
volume). To evaluate this, the script is executed twice, for both scenarios of VC = 0% and VC = 50%. 
The parameter that will be changed inside each scenario would be the Offset in any of the axis (e.g.: 
in axis Y, and for a range between 1 and 70).  
 
In this example, according to the results, the development team can extract this conclusion: Using VC 
= 50% offers a slight improvement in discretization error, but not as much as expected. In fact, for 
some Offset values, the VC = 0% configuration offers better results. If this is not the result of a bug in 
the voxel pipeline, then the best VC configuration will depend on the specific Offset values that the 
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